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I.
Executive Summary
Name of Product: FoodPal
Product Owner: Megan Clark
Concept Description:
The number one issue with groceries is keeping track of the many items in the pantry, using them before
they go bad, and time it takes to coordinate it all. FoodPal is a household pantry inventory system
relieves this issue by creating a custom, digital pantry that alerts users when an expiration date is
coming near. The app, available on any apple or android smartphone or tablet, also offers other
resources including grocery lists, and recipe storage, recipe suggestions, and serving size suggestions.
With this app, grocery shoppers can expect to reduce their food waste, saving them on average $1,600
dollars a year just in produce for a family of four.
Opportunity
In an average year, a family of four will waste over $1,600 on produce alone. This is due to forgetting
about items they bought, as well as buying produce that was already going bad. Overall, 219 lbs of food
is wasted per person in a year in the US. Many families need this money, but don’t have the tools to
keep track of their food and know how much food they should buy. There are over 33 million families in
the US with children under 18, meaning there are many families that can waste less food and save more
money just by utilizing this app.
Innovative Solution
FoodPal is a household pantry inventory system that utilizes barcodes and lot codes to track products
purchased. It conveniently uses the camera on a smartphone device to read the barcode and record the
food utilizing a UPC database to create an online pantry. The pantry can be sorted by either location,
item category, or time until expiration with the click of a button. Expiration dates are tracked using lot
codes provided by the food companies and displayed under the product in the digital pantry. FoodPal
has a recipe section where all recipes can be stored digitally and linked to food products chosen. When
the customer clicks on their recipe, they can see whether or not they have all the ingredients. And when
a product is thrown out, you can easily click “add to grocery list” and choose a quantity, creating a digital
grocery list. This means the app will replace recipe books and grocery lists, while saving money through
displaying expiration dates information and notifications. When a product is nearing its expiration date,
a notification is sent to the user. The total amount of money saved from using the app will be displayed
in the bottom right corner of the app at all times. This service is different from other solutions in the fact
it solves the multiple problems listed above all in one spot, whereas other solutions solve one or two
problems.
Value Proposition
Currently to solve this problem, some grocery shoppers will try to plan out their meals ahead of time to
attempt to get the right amount of food. However, oftentimes shoppers pick produce and don’t realize
its going bad so quickly so they decide to go out to eat instead of making their purchased groceries, or
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they simply forget about items buried in their pantries. This leads right back to the problem of wasting
time and money on food that will not be eaten. However, with alerts from this app, users will be
reminded and know when their food is going bad and needs to be eaten, instead of forgetting about it
altogether. Customers that can be realistically captured are families with kids under the age of 18 in the
US that utilize smart devices. They are able to download the app from the apple or android app stores.
This app is easy to download and navigate through for families.
Competitive Advantage
The biggest competitor to FoodPal is the app Pantry Check. However, Pantry Check only offers
expiration date reminders and grocery list creation options. The Pantry Check app doesn’t offer a recipe
folder like FoodPal, serving size recommendations, or have a total savings counter. FoodPal has the
competitive advantage offering more ways to track food, especially by seeing what recipes users have
ingredients for. Although this is a possible barrier that another company was first to the market, it has
only been available for less than 3 years and costs money for the user. FoodPal will be available free to
anyone who downloads the app.
Entrepreneurial Team
A programmer/coder will be needed in order to create the app and the databases needed for the app to
work. They will be utilized throughout the evolution of the app through added new products to the app.
Both a manager and marketer will also be needed to make sure payroll and employees are covered, as
well as coordinate advertisements and make sure MobFox is working well and making money for
FoodPal. They will also be in charge of billing and assuring supporting staff is making their way through
customer service. Support staff is needed to answer calls or emails from customers with questions about
the app. The company MobFox will be used to place ads onto FoodPal to make money.
Financial Highlights and/or MBV Outcomes
This concept is currently heading toward the app development stage. It will take an estimated 9 months
to create the app. Because this is an app, there is no direct cost to create this app, as there is no
materials or labor needed. However, there is a cost to develop the app. The margin is $4.59, as it’s
expected that every day the customer uses the app, it will make $0.15 in ad revenue and $0.60 every
time a click ad is clicked. The monthly burn rate is $12,100 which includes salaries for needed
employees, as well as advertising investments. Because this is an app, no office is needed meaning we
don’t need to pay for rent. This means that to break even, 2,689 people need to open the app every day
for a month to earn money through ads. To hit the $1 million goal in 3 years, we need to have an
average of 6,173 users a month, making a total sales of $39,878 a month. In order to start up the app
and hire someone to code it, it will cost about $50,000. Therefore the total investment needed to create
this app is $99,000 including app developer, advertisements, and the manager and marketers salaries.
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II.
III.

Feasibility plan:
Consumer Problem

When beginning this project, the focus began around reducing the rate of foodborne
illnesses. After conversing with professor stamp, the idea was focused on FoodPal. This concept
will be appealing to the customer first because it can save them money by reducing their food
waste. An estimated $1,600 a year is wasted just on produce for a family of four. This app gives
them a solution to that problem (Food Waste in America in 2020). Many consumers waste food
throughout the course of the year due to various reasons. One large reason is not using all their
groceries before they go bad. Often for produce, people don’t realize their produce is going bad
until it’s too late. This is the same for nearly all other food items. That’s why this app will notify
users when their food is close to expiring. Without this app, consumers will continue on with
the trend of wasting so much food and money each year. Many people have busy lives, so they
use planners, assistants, reminders and more to help them organize their days. Why not have a
solution to help in this aspect as well? This problem is widespread across the United States,
where the app will be offered. Research has not yet been found indicating this same problem is
going on around the world, however, 1.3 billion tons of food is wasted globally each year. This is
likely a solid indicator that this issue is happening to many families around the world, not just in
the United States.
Not only are customers affected financially by this problem, they also are affected
environmentally. Over 219 pounds of food is wasted per person per year. Considering there are
over 300 million people in the US, that means there is a lot of food wasted. Now when people
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think of food waste, they usually just think of it going into landfills and taking up space.
However, when food is wasted, not only is the food itself wasted, but also all of the resources
used to make the food were also wasted. This includes resources such as natural gas/oil, water
used to produce the product, trucks or other transportation used to transport the product, and
many other factors. Therefore, not only will this app appeal to those who want to save money,
it will also appeal to those who want to make a difference for the environment.
Criteria used for selecting the target customer was first anyone with a smart device. This
is because the app can only be accessed from a smartphone or tablet device. However, the
target customers are middle class people, or families with children 18 or under. These target
customers were selected because this group is most concerned about the money spent on
groceries, and saving money. Not only do middle class parents have to worry about paying for
themselves, they also have to worry about paying for all of their kids expenses. Telling a middle
class family they can save on average $1,600 a year just on being smarter with their food would
likely convince them to use this app. This information is included in an infographic in figure 1
below. A lot of these customers exist in the US today. An estimated 81% of people in the US
own a smartphone, and there are over 33 millions families in the US with children under the
age of 18.
One of the consumer archetypes for the app is the Seeker. This is because the seeker is
looking for something with a new edge. FoodPal, allows home cookers to take charge of their
health and bring new technology into their home. This product is free to consumers, making it
easy to try it out as well. Also, the detective would be another archetype for this product. This
is because they will be skeptical about how accurate the app is and whether or not it really can
match up to the food product they bought or not. The last archetype involved in FoodPal is the
diva. This is because the diva is expecting innovation and the best of the best. They want their
app to be working or else they will not use it and seek out something else to help them. A
persona has been laid out for FoodPal including Laura, a stay at home mom with 3 young kids.
Laura is a typical target consumer FoodPal is aimed at and is explained in figure 2 below. An
additional person can be found in figure 7 in section X. This additional persona is not the typical
target consumer, but someone who would also benefit from the app.
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Figure 1. Infographic

Figure 2. Persona Map
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IV.

Product Problem
There are multiple solutions being provided by FoodPal. Overall, FoodPal will allow users
to eliminate overbuying with recipe suggestions and the list feature. This feature lets them
know that for example, last time they made 6 servings of pasta but only ate 4. The recipe will
also be linked to the pantry so the user knows what ingredients they need to make it and
whether they have the ingredients in their pantry. This eliminates wasted time searching for
recipes to make food that users already have at home. FoodPal also lets users know what food
they have at home and where to find it. This is displayed in the pantry section of the app that
displays all food at home with expiration date bars below. This section can be sorted by
location, expiration, or type of product such as canned foods. Items in the pantry can be clicked
on to open up a history of the product, including when it was added to the pantry, the time
until expiration, and the money spent on it. This app will eliminate food waste by sending
expiration reminders to the users phone. These reminders can be set for anywhere from 1 day 3 days before expiration. The total money saved by using FoodPal will be displayed in the
bottom right corner. There will also be a saving tab that breaks down the money saved by type
of food and total weight of food saved. This app flow through can be found in figure 11 section
X.
FoodPal is not the only pantry inventory app. There are a few in the app store available
but the largest competitor is Pantry Check. Pantry Check offers some similar features to
FoodPal such as barcode scanner, online pantry visuals, expiration date reminders, and a
grocery list option. However, there are a few things the FoodPal will have advantages over. The
first thing is FoodPal also incorporates recipes. The user can add recipes they want and get
suggestions to make them when they have all of the supplies in their pantry. This can be very
helpful for many people, as often times it can be hard to decide what to make for a meal.
FoodPal also gives the user the option of marking down how many leftovers, if any, there were
after cooking a meal. Once it has this data recorded, the app can then give users
recommendations of how many servings to make in the future. This allows the user to buy less
and make the perfect amount for their families instead of overbuying everytime and figuring
out what to do with unwanted leftovers. These features are explained further in the benefit
map found in figure 3 below. Another advantage of using FoodPal over Pantry Check is that
FoodPal is free for users. Pantry Check is only free for the first 200 items in your pantry. If the
user wants to scan more items than that, they have to pay for a subscription. This subscription
can be up to $60 dollars a year. Why pay for the subscription of Pantry Check when they can get
the same features, and more from FoodPal for free.
The current stage of development that FoodPal is in is the concept stage. It is ready to
be moved into the prototype stage; an app developer needs to be sourced in order to move
forward. This version of the product was arrived at after much thought about the best solution
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to the problem, as well as the most important features to be included in the app. After more
conversation, the idea of FoodPal was created and thought out over a period of time. The
conclusion came to include time and money saving techniques to create a better rounded,
working product. That is why this is the correct solution for target customer problems explained
previously.
Product development risks faced are unclear at this point. A UPC database will be used
in the app, allowing users to scan their products. It’s possible that not all of the product codes
will be available yet on this database, however. This problem will be solved by allowing the user
to manually add in a product that's not available, and record the expiration date. Another risk
of developing this app is the success rate of it. If there are not rough downloads and users using
the app, it will not make enough money to sustain or be able to pay the app developer. To
overcome this risk, the main question asked is are there enough people who will use this app?
From research done up to this point the answer to that question is yes.

Figure 3. Benefit Map
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V.

Market Problem
In the market today, there has been a rise in the use of productivity apps. There are lots
of popular apps to make lists, project tracking tools, goal setting apps, and more (Vengoechea,
2013). The rise in productivity usage is a key factor in how this app can be successful once
released. If the problems this app solves are not resolved, many detrimental effects can occur.
First, people will continue wasting money, time and food. This rate is only likely to increase in
the future. Also, there will be a detrimental effect on the environment if people continue to
grocery shop this way. Food will continue to be wasted, along with all of the resources needed
to create it. This means more greenhouse gases formed and more resources wasted. However,
this app is set apart from all other productivity apps. It is free and offers multiple solutions
mentioned such as expiration date reminders, recipe suggestions, a scanner, and a smart
shopping list. Other competitors are making users have more than 200 items in their pantry.
This is causing them to be unsuccessful because those users are automatically turned away
before even trying it out. However, FoodPal is completely free to users which means they will
have no hesitation in downloading it and trying it out. See the comparisons between FoodPal
and the other competing app, Pantry Check, in table 1 below.
Right now, the geographical location focus is just the United States to begin. It’s possible
the app could be expanded to other countries, however it’s unclear how and when to do that.
The click ad space would need to be sold to companies in other countries if it were expanded
and as of now more research needs to be done on how to make that happen. Luckily, because
this is an app, customers are everywhere. Many people are connected on smart phones and
social media, making it easy to access them. The total opportunity of this project is pretty large.
It’s estimated that the amount of food wasted annually per person is 219 lbs, meaning that a lot
of people have the problem of food waste, and either don’t know how to fix it or don’t realize
the problem. FoodPal can reach anyone with a smart device, which includes 81% of the US
population. Therefore the main focus will be on prioritizing marketing to people with
smartphones. Efforts are also prioritized to reach families with children under, as they have the
largest average amount of food waste (Food Waste in America in 2020). FooodPal is advertising
users through social media such as instagram, facebook, and TIkTok. There are an estimated
244 billion people in the US that use social media that advertisements will have the opportunity
to reach. It’s not likely that ads will reach all of them, but only 0.0000025% need to be reached
for FoodPal to be successful.
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Table 1. Feature and Benefit Comparison between FoodPal and Competitor App Pantry Check
FoodPal

Feature/Benefit

FoodPal is completely free to
users. It makes money through the
use of click and video ads.

Cost

Offers a recipe portion where the
user can add recipes and link foods
to the recipes. This way when they
open the recipe section of the app
they know exactly what recipes
they have available at home to
make.

Recipes

Total saving calculator including
total money saved, pounds of food
saved, and a category breakdown.

Total Saving
Calculator

VI.

Pantry Check
Only allows up to 200 items for
free to be scanned on the app.
After that the user has to pay up
to 60 dollars a year for the app
experience.
Does not have a recipe option.

Does not have one.

Business Model Problem
Customers will interact with FoodPal first by downloading the app. They will need to
create an account including their name, email address, and location. The first time on the app,
the user will create an account, check the grocery store they most use, and go through an
interactive tutorial showing how the app works and each of the features offered by the app.
From there, the consumer can freely interact with the app. They can use the barcode scanner
to scan products they have, as well as add them to their shopping list. Users can also search for
items to add to their shopping list. In addition, there is a section where users can add their
recipes to a virtual recipe binder and link their favorite ingredients to it. This way when they
have all of the ingredients for a recipe in their pantry, FoodPal will let them know.
In order to meet the $1,000,000 revenue goal within 3 years of launching the app, click
ads and video ads will be utilized. Every 12 hours that goes by, the customer will have to watch
a short video advertisement. According to research, every time a video is watched, FoodPal will
generate about $0.15 on average from advertisers according to MobFox. Native click ads will
also be utilized in the apps search area that is used to create grocery lists. When a customer
goes to search for an item to add to their grocery list, they will type in the search bar foods they
want to add and below a list will pop up on their search. Native click ads will be utilized greatly
here. First, before the user types anything in, a list of recommendations will be displayed
below. This list includes some previous searches as well as some advertisements. If a sponsored
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item is clicked on, FoodPal will generate money. Likewise, when a user searches for example
“ice cream”, a list will be generated where the highest bidding ice cream brand advertising will
be displayed at the top of the list. When a customer clicks on it, FoodPal will generate money.
When the sponsored food is clicked on, it will bring them to the normal pop up page including
information about the product as well as an option to add it to their grocery list. That is why
this is a native advertisement, because it looks the same as unadvertised portions of the app.
From research, it’s estimated that $0.60 will be earned every time a customer clicks on
an advertised product. It’s estimated that 2% of click ads are clicked on (Average Click Through
Rate). This means in order to meet the revenue goal, on average 6,052 people would need to
watch 1 video ad every day every month and have a 2% click through rate. The total money
made per person per month would equate to $4.59.
There are multiple overt benefits of the product. One is that users will save on average
$1,900 a year following the expiration date reminders and serving size recommendations from
the app. Another overt benefit is that the user will reduce their food waste throughout the year
also using expiration reminders and serving size recommendations. A recent poll shows that
88% of consumers are conscious about food waste and ways to reduce their amounts (Dalli,
2019). This is the perfect solution for people who are conscious of their environmental impact.
The last overt benefit is making grocery shopping and meal planning easier by creating one
place to store all information and using the restock button to add an item to the grocery list
that the user ran out of. This app has the opportunity to deliver for those who utilize the app on
a regular basis. With the use of recipe suggestions, suggesting recipes that the user has all the
food for, expiration reminders to consume products before they go bad, and serving size
suggestions, there is great confidence that this app will reduce consumers' food waste
therefore saving them money and time at the store. The app will link UPC codes and lot codes
to ensure products will be available on the app. If not, they can be added manually. It’s unclear
as of now how UPC codes can be linked to the app, more research must be done. Unlike other
apps, this version is free and includes a recipe book option. Whether at the store, at home, or
on the go, users will have full access to their pantry. There’s no risk in using the app as it is
completely free to users. These 5 laws of opportunity are laid out clearly in table 3 below.
Currently, consumers are obtaining alternative products the same way as this one is
obtained. It is simply downloaded from the app store and available on the smartphone or
tablet. However, the difference between FoodPal and competitors such as Pantry Check is that
FoodPal is completely free, and has more options. Due to this difference, it’s likely that most
users would opt for FoodPal because it has more features and is free. This makes it easier to
compete with the app already on the market. The product is only offered in one way, as it is a
free app available. Therefore, one consumer will experience the app in the same way as all of
the other users. The consumer experience map addressing this can be found in figure 8 below.
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An app programmer will be needed in order to create the app and the databases
needed for the app to work. They will be utilized throughout the evolution of the app through
adding new features to the app or updating it. A manager will also be needed to coordinate
with MobFox making sure FoodPal is making money from ads places well throughout the app.
They will also be in charge of billing and assuring supporting staff is making their way through
customer service. Support staff is needed to answer calls or emails from customers with
questions about the app. This totals in at a $12,100 burn rate per month, which means to break
even, 31,634 people would need to watch one advertisement everyday with at least 2% of
those users clicking on click ads in order to reach the one million dollar goal in 3 years. A
breakdown using a burn rate table can be found in table 2 and an excel sheet can be found in
section X in figure 12 with the breakdown. Consumer questions vital to sales include those
addressing what consumers are saying about the product, their needs, wants, and desires for
the product. To assure consumers need this product, various questions can be asked to target
consumers. Example questions can be found in section X below in figure 10. In order to make
sure people know about the app, it’s likely advertising will be needed. In the beginning months
of the app release, it’s likely that advertisements on social media will increase the number of
downloads. Social media such as TikTok, Instagram and Facebook are good options to reach our
target consumers. It’s important to make sure the advertisements for FoodPal are put onto
these social media platforms ahead of FoodPal’s release date to give FoodPal the best chance in
making the revenue goal.
Table 2. Feature/offering/pricing table
Expense

Monthly
Cost

Breakdown

Direct Cost

$0

There are no direct costs because this product is an app,
meaning there is no labor or materials needed.

Facilities

$0

Because this is an app, the few employees we have work from
home and we communicate through microsoft teams.

Management

$3000

Management covers the cost of the overseeing manager for
the app. They are in charge of making sure the app is running
smooth and everything is up to date. They also are in charge of
payroll.

Marketing

$4000

When this app first launches, lots of ads for it will be put on
facebook and other social media. The marketer will also be
incharge of designing the ad.
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Support Staff

$5,000

A part time employee will work in customer service answering
emails.

App Developer $3,500

An app developer designs the app and assures it is working
correctly.

Accounting

An accountant will manage money and taxes at the end of the
year.

$100

Table 3. 5 Laws of Opportunity table or analysis here
Overt Benefit

1. Users will save on average $1,900 a year following the expiration
date reminders and serving size recommendations from the app.
2. The user will reduce their food waste throughout the year also
using expiration reminders and serving size recommendations.
3. The last overt benefit is making grocery shopping and meal
planning easier by creating one place to store all information and
using the restock button to add an item to the grocery list that
the user ran out of.

Reason to
Believe

This app will give recipe suggestions using food already in the user fridge,
expiration reminders to consume products before they go bad, and
serving size suggestions. If followed by the user, it will allow them to
consume food before it goes bad, and buy the amount of food needed,
no more. The app has the ability to link UPC codes and lot codes to the
app to ensure products will be available on the app. If not, they can be
added manually. Unlike other apps, this version is free and includes a
recipe book option.

Dramatic
Difference

This app is free as compared to other apps similar to it. This app has a
scanner, recipe book, quick grocery list, and expiration date reminders.

Adoption Hurdles Users using other apps they have to pay for can now switch to a free
version. Those not using any app have the opportunity to save money
through food each year by using this app.
Social Sufficiency

This app is free for downloading in the app store.
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Figure 4. Sales Journey Map
VII.

Operations and Commercialization Problem
The prioritized strategy thus far is assembling a team. A marketing manager will be in
charge of assuring the app is making money. They will be a key component in marketing the
app onto other social media platforms as well as ensuring ads are displayed well on FoodPal.
This will be done using MobFox, a social media marketing company. An important factor in the
manager's role is using information given from MobFox to ensure the best social media
marketing company is being used, making the most money for FoodPal. The app will be
designed by an app developer and supporting staff will be needed to answer emails. A manager
will also be needed to oversee all employees and coordinate items such as payroll. An
accountant is also needed to do taxes for the company. An infographic for the manufacturing
process can be found in figure 6. At this point, it is unclear who these people will be and how
they will be found. More research needs to be done to indicate good candidates for the
positions. However, as of now it is known they must be experienced and enthusiastic
individuals in order to assure this startup is successful. It’s also unclear the milestones that
need to be hit in order to make sure that the app is on track to hit the revenue goal. The
management and marketing employees once hired will be able to give some insight in how to
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determine these important milestones. An office space will not be used, as employees will first
work from home. It’s possible that in the future a space may be needed, which can then be
considered if there is money available. However, costs such as app development, manager
salary, marketer salary, and support staff salary will need to be covered as stated previously.
These numbers are factored into the MBV. To break even, 2,636 people need to be using the
app everyday and 6,052 a month to assure the goal is met within 3 years. It has been
questioned whether or not customer testing will need to be done before the app is launched.
Once a team is formed, that will be a topic for discussion. It would be a good idea to run a study
to see just how much money users are saving on food with the app. The product roadmap can
be found in figure 5 below, along with the consumer and product hypothesis in section X figure
8. A visual breakdown of the features and ways to find them can be found in table 4 below.
Table 5 refers to questions still unanswered about FoodPal.

Figure 5. Product Roadmap
Table 4. Features and sources for how to find them
Feature

Source

How to find

Employees and
App Developer

Employment
Online Applications

Applications will be available online as well as
searching for ideal applicants on Linkedin
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and Linkedin
MobFox

Online

Available for use through the internet. A login must
be created where FoodPal will then be contacted
and can choose where and when ads will pop up.

Consumer Need

Evidence

Some evidence has been found including an increase
in productivity apps over time as well as evidence
showing the amount of money wasted on food
waste. However, more solid evidence is needed to
prove this app is needed. Perhaps a survey can be
sent out to individuals to get more specific
information.

Table 5. Table of components and features that are known and those questions not known
about
Component and Features

Questions

An app developer is
needed to create the app

How to find an app developer or how to determine whether
they are successful or not?

MobFox used to obtain
ads placed on the FoodPal
app

How will the subscription work and be set up? Will it really work
as well as they claim?

Other social media
marketing companies

Will FoodPal need more than one marketing company placing
ads on it to make the most money possible? One resource said
AdMob could also be used in addition to MobFox to make more
money, but is that true? How much more would it make and
would there be too many ads on FoodPal then?

User Total Savings
Displayed on the App

In FoodPal to keep the user using the app, it needs to have a
total savings the user has from using the app. FoodPal will total
any food marked as eaten after the expiration reminder was
sent out as savings in weight and money. Money will be
determined by using the users money shopped at the store
selected upon creating their account.
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Figure 6. Manufacturing Process Infographic
VIII.

Resource Problem
To get this project off the starting line, like mentioned a team first needs to be
developed. It’s unclear how exactly qualified individuals will be hired, but linkedin will likely be
used for scouting and job postings. Another question unanswered that is critical for success is
figuring out just how much money on average that users save from using the app. This would
be helpful in advertising and gaining more users for the app, that will in time create more of a
market to sell ad space on FoodPal and make more revenue. If more people could be hired on,
first more support staff would be hired. This would be helpful in answering more user questions
and problems, allowing feedback to come in faster. Also, instead of using MobFox, a
marketer/analyst could be in charge of advertisements. This would allow FoodPal to advertise
to companies to get them to buy ads. This would be better than using MobFox because FoodPal
would not have to pay them a percentage for each ad they sell, and more personalized ads for
the app would be used instead of ones MobFox choses. However, this would mean that another
individual would be added to payroll, costing more each year. It’s also possible that in the
future FoodPal could add a subscription price for users. Users would pay for this, but the only
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benefit they would receive is that they don’t have any ads. FoodPal would still offer a free
version with ads for users who don’t mind.
To break it down, employees still need to be found. Table 6 below breaks down the
people needed along with costs for the first 9 months of development. This includes the app
developer, manager, supporting staff, marketing manager, and accountant. The app also needs
to be created. However, this will be done once the staff is found and the app developer can give
input and create it. Equipment might be needed to create the app, but it’s unclear what
equipment. More research needs to be done to figure out what software is needed to develop
the app. Also, the app developer will likely already own a software that can be used to create it.
Some of the layout of the app is already laid out There will be a side bar including options such
as pantry, shopping list, recipes, and search. In the pantry section, underneath every item is the
quantity, if added, and the amount of time until expiration in the form of a timeline. Multiple
meetings will be needed with the app developer to ensure they know how to layout the app.
The support staff will need access to the company email. However, the support staff must have
access to their own personal computer. The only relationships that need to be formed to
ensure the success of this app are those with potential customers and investors. Customers are
those companies that purchase video or click ads on FoodPal. These relationships are important
to ensure that the most money can be made per click or video watched.
The largest risk of the business is success. If the app is not successful and cannot
generate enough ad revenue, there will be a lot of wasted money on developing the app and
marketing the app on social media. On the plus side, it’s not likely that the window of
opportunity will close. People will always be looking for ways to save money and time, and this
app offers both. Also, food waste reduction has been becoming more and more popular
recently, which means demand for this app will likely increase. However, competitors could
likely play a role in financial damage. If competitors decide to convert their app to make it free,
FoodPal could lose users. Also, because competitors apps have been available on the market, it
will make it more difficult to convince users to switch to a different app. Therefore if this app
does not live up to its potential, again lots of money and time could be wasted. Luckily, no
product needs to be purchased, so the only money that would be wasted is the money used to
pay employees for their time and work. More research needs to be done to determine
important milestones that must be met for this project. It’s unclear how to determine a realistic
goal for when the monthly revenue goal should be reached and potentially exceeded. An
estimate for when this time should be is likely 3 months into launch, considering advertising for
FoodPal should be reaching enough users by then. This is something that would need to be
talked about and advised by the needed business employees.
To get to the next stage, some financial resources are needed. Money to cover the first
nine months of employees salaries is needed. This is because on average it takes 3-9 months to
develop an app (Barrow, 2019). The total needed to start up is $99,000. Considering not much
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is known yet about app development and an app developer still needs to be hired, this project
will likely take longer.
Table 6. Resource, Cost, and Goals Table
Resources

Costs

Goals

App
Developer

$31,000 (9
months)

Develop the app and get it into app stores within 9 months of
assembling the team.

Management
and
Marketing
Team

$63,000 (9
months)

Assemble the management and marketing team with highly
skilled individuals. Get the app onto social media sites with
the release date in order to get the name out. It’s possible
the marketing team can also use MobFox to place ads on
social media.

Advertising

$5,000

Cost of advertising FoodPal on Instagram, TikTok and
Facebook over 4 months.

Support Staff

$0

Support staff isn't needed until the app is released to the
public. After the release, one will be needed part time to
answer emails from users.

MobFox

$0

MobFox will be used to place ads onto FoodPal to earn
money. For each ad, FoodPal will earn $0.12-0.20, with
MobFox already having taken out a percentage for their
payment.

IX.

Recommendation
The proposed concept of FoodPal is a go. The next step of the project is first to assemble
a team. A manager, marketer, and app developer are all needed to create this app and send it
to the app stores. Once a team is assembled, the plan will be run through additionally for new
members to put in input about the app. Sketches will be created for the app homepage and
side bars for the app developer to then design. However, additional resources are needed to
bring this app to launch. To cover salaries for 9 months during app development, as well as
money needed for advertising FoodPal, $99,000 dollars is needed. This money will only cover
the costs leading up to launching the app. It’s expected that after the launch, the app will be
able to create revenue on it’s own to cover the monthly burn rate and make revenue. However,
a possible risk after launching the app is that it will not be a success. This could be due to the
fact not enough advertising was done prior to launch and no one knows about it. This could also
be due to the fact that the app is difficult to use and was not designed properly. Another risk is
that the app could take longer than 9 months to develop. 9 months was estimated because
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according to research, 9 months was on the longer side of how long it takes. However, because
not much is known currently about app development, it could take longer, costing more money.
One more possible risk is that people using other apps such as Pantry Check will not want to
switch to FoodPal. However, there is confidence that this app will be successful, considering
only 6,052 people need to use the app every day for 3 years in order to reach the revenue goal
of $1,000,000 in 3 years.
X.

Concept Portfolio

Figure 7. Additional Persona
Circumstance

The average US family wastes a lot of money in food each year by throwing
it away. A lot of this food thrown away can be prevented, saving both
money and time.

Context

These families are frustrated with the amount of money they are wasting in
excess and expired food. This app keeps track of it for them, taking away an
item on their to do list.

Constraints

The barrier to this behavior is that people would need to use the app
regularly. If they get behind adding food into their pantry they could easily
forget about it, and the app wouldn't be able to remind them.

Compensating
Behaviors

This app is free so it doesn't have many large risks involved. However, the
user will have to add in their whole pantry’s worth of food, which is time
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consuming. The user may not want to use this time up in thoughts the aop
may not work for them.
Criteria

The app is functional in that if used correctly it will eliminate food waste by
ensuring people have the chance to eat all of their food. Emotional
satisfaction will be delivered by the app by saving time of making a grocery
list, therefore giving relief to the user allowing them to use that time to do
other things. This is because when the user runs out of something they can
easily add it to their shopping list with the quick add button. The social
aspect about the app is that it will save user money that they can then use
on other things.

Consequence

Users will have the expectation and hope that this app will in fact save them
money and time with usage. They may be frustrated adding all of their
items in at first, however, over time know that it will save them.

Table 7. 6 C’s For Target User

Figure 8. Product and Consumer Hypotheses
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Figure 9. Consumer Experience Map

Figure 10. Consumer Research Questions.
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Figure 11. App Flow Through Instructions
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Figure 12. MBV Excel Spreadsheet
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Home Food Inventory, Recipe
Book, and Grocery List App

What’s the
Problem?

FoodPal Offers:

Total Savings
this Year:

$349.95

Bar Code Scanner

Expiration Date
Display

Shopping Lists
and Recipe eBook

How FoodPal Works
• Easy to Install
• Bar Code Scanner and UPC Database
• Total Savings Calculation
• Save Users 99% of their Groceries Purchased

Total Savings

Who will have access
and how?
• Fed Up Fran and Laura the Stay-atHome Mom
• Affordable & effective
• Navigable & accessible

• Addressable Market
• 33 million families with kids under the age of 18
• 81% people in the US own a smart phone
• 244 billion people in the US use social media

What’s Next?
• Costs
•
•
•
•

App developer
Management
Marketer
Advertising

• Burn Rate -> $12,000 per month
• Click and video ads make -> $4.50 per person per month
• 6052 people per month to hit the goal

Will this app keep track
of the dollars in food
waste saved?

Why subscriptions when all the
apps for groceries and recipes
are free - what do you provide
that is worth the subscription?

How do the notifications work and how will you know the user
actually does anything about
food that is out of date?

